Vinod Cookware unveils its latest - Tivoli cooking range
‘Looks as hot as it cooks’
Vinod, one of India’s oldest kitchenware brands announces the launch of its very dynamic
Stainless steel cookware range – ‘Tivoli’. The professional grade cooking range “Tivoli” is in
line with the expanding portfolio of innovative products specially designed for Indian homes,
boasting extraordinary attention to both design and functionality.
Priced at Rs. 3,995/- Tivoli comprises of a saucepan, 2 Casseroles each of 2.3 liters and 5.2
liters with Lid, a frying pan and a Kadai.
The whole new wide range of Tivoli is built with supreme quality standards; an impact bonded
base to strengthen the built. The impact bonded second layer is made of high conductive
aluminum which maximizes even spreading of heat for superior cooking and also minimizes
sticking and stirring. Featuring the most advanced combination of stainless steel and
aluminum alloys in the world today, Vinod’s 5PC Tivoli range offers a lighter-weight cookware
alternative which demeanors heat evenly and quickly for optimum results.
Adding further, its stainless steel wrapped stylish cool touch handles and knobs are heat proof
that prevents burning of hands while operating it. For user convenience, Tivoli range is built
optimally curved with high pattern steel finish that ensures minimum spilling of food while
cooking and serving.
With the special attention to detail in design and functionality the long handles of the fry
pans and saucepans have been designed with a groove for better grip and are sealed at the
base so they remain cooler for comfort. Each product also has a rolled rim for easy pouring
and no mess.
Vinod’s Tivoli range rightly ensures high durability and longevity of the products. Its stunning
external mirror finish makes it suitable for all stovetops, including induction cooktops.
Truly Vinod’s latest cooking range reinvents the experience in Indian Kitchen, building
convenience and comfort.

About Vinod Cookware:
Established in 1986 – Vinod Cookware is the pioneer of ‘Sandwich bottom’ in the cookware
industry. With more than 400 products across seven categories Vinod Cookware’s Pressure
Cooker is the firms biggest success story.
The product range has expanded into state-of-the-art cooking technologies such as induction
cooktops, non-stick cookware, hard anodised cookware and more.
Crafted with a complete understanding of the Indian kitchen and using premium quality
stainless steel, Vinod’s products are an instant connect with home-makers of all ages.
Besides, the company’s insistence on research and development gets for its products the edge
of convenience and durability. The trust earned from the customers has also got the company
many awards, one of the prized titles also being the ‘Best Expo House’
Always a step ahead in the now competitive Indian market, Vinod’s brand ambassador actor
‘Sakshi Tanwar’ has provided an ideal fit for its ideologies.
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